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Council Creates US Studies Major
Nobel laureate George Wald addreiioi participants in Mar. 4 Movement
activities at MIT. Photo by Anno Trebileoel< '70
Wald Entrances MIT
by Anne Trebllcock '70
The audience paused, stood,and of-
fered extended applause for a speech
by George Wald, a speech which for
them seemed to capture the spiritual
essence of the March 4 Movement
at MIT. "Something has gone sour
in education," Wald declared, and
proceeded to explain why.
Describing his students nt Harvard,
where he has taught for 35 years,
as "beset with a profound uneasi-
ness," he traced discontent to "the
threat of representing an apocalyptic
generation that is by no means sure
that it has a future."
"The Vietnam war is only as im-
mediate Incident against n back-
ground of very much lnrger and
more stubborn issues," he contin-
ued. Saying that students bom
since World war II "think we have
always had a Pentagon, ... a big
army,
. . . adraft," he was quick to
clarify his own position: "I think
they arc incompatible with every-
thing America meant before."
Military Find* Own Jobs
After citing the growth of the pre-
WW II army to its present 3% mil-
lion, plus 50X),000 in domestic forces,
he warned, "If we keep that big
army, it will always find things to
do."
Wald's opinion on the draft was
equally firm, as he said, "You don't
want to reform the draft, you want to
get rid of it." When he declared help
"to the maximum of my ability" for
draft evaders, the audience responded
with strong applause.
Examining the arguments against
the alternative of a volunteer army,
Wald countered them with statistics
on volunteers in the armed forces.
Excluding 30% who are unwilling
"volunteers" largely as a result of
the Vietnam War, he explnlned the
rest of the army was comprised of
true volunteers, 21% first term and
the remainder re-enlistees. This bulk
of servicemen, combined with the
complete volunteer status of the Air
Force, Marines, and Submarine
Corps, Wald cited as evidence that
military pay was already high
enough to attract an adequate vol-
unteer army.
Scientific Prostitution
On direct issues of the Mar. 4
Movement, he referred to Vietnam as
"an institutionalized war," In which
astonishing inroads have been made
into the scientific communities in
America. Beyond obvious defense
contracts, he pointed to the bureau-
cratization of scientific societies
which lobby in Washington for funds
and Influence In the Dept. of Defense.
Taking this opportunity to lnmbnst
the D.O.D., he nccused, "they're nl-
wnys broke, but Ihey throw that
money awny like drunken soldiers."
Calling for a redefinition In vnlues,
he suggested, "The only point to
government is to safeguard the force
to live." This in rum prompted a
condemnation of the controversial
ABM nuclear deterrent project. He
quoted Senator Richard Russell of
Georgia as having enId thnt if there
were n new Adnm and Eve following
total destruction, Russell wanted
them to be American.
He responded vehemently to the
Senator's "patriotic" statement:
"Well, here's u Nobel Laureate who
looks on those words as criminal In-
sanity." In his plans for abolishing
nuclear weapons, he reminded his
listeners of the uniqueness of earth's
life in our solar system.
"We are the custodians of that
life," he concluded. Pleading that
the request was not for prosperity or
eternal happiness, he implored simp-
ly. "We ask the right to live, ... the
right to work out our own destinies."
by Ulnry Entcrllnc '70
Debate in Academic Council
rentered In two major nrcas —
proposals for curriculum changes
und motions recommended by the
Administrative Board at the
meeting on TJllirs., March 6.
Council plumed changes In the
maximum number of mills In ma-
jors mikI lii llio physical cilucn-
linn requirements, established n
United Slates Studios major, and
Instructed f lie* College lo hire a
geologist for next year.
Items discussed but not acted
upon include plans for the Educa-
tion Dc| inrim Pill curriculum, the
345 program, changes In the mil-
("Hilar, Hie leaves I if absence |mi|-
Ipy, anil Helf-sehi'iliiloil exams. Un-
der the iii'i'ii of eliangeH In eurrle-
lilum. Council did not have I lino
lO consider Hie proposal for the




Miss Phyllis Fleming, Dean of
tin- Culleiie and chairman of the
Committee on Curriculum and In-
struction, It'll iIImciiksIiiii on Hie
proposed changes In curriculum
which had been Introduced at the
last meeting. Council first consid-
ered two proposed changes in the
Articles of Government.
Following brief discussion, they
voted to chnnge Article I, Section
4n to read, "Of the 32 units re-
quired fill' the degree of Bachelor
of Arts, at least X are to be elec-
ted in Hie major field but not
more than M are lo be elected In
one department. " The original
stulement of not more than 14 in
the major field severely limited
exlradepartmental majors. The
Commit lee on Curriculum anil In-
SlrtlClioil also recommended ad-
vLsliu; rather than legislating a
limit In the number of courses In
the United Slates Studies Pro-
gram.
IMij-b Kd
In their second change of the
Articles of Government, Council
cltcred the physical education re-
quirement I Article I, Section 5n)
to read; "Each student shall com-
plete 1 unit of physical education,
Physical Education 121. Each
course offered for credit toward
121 is assigned u point value. A
lotal of eight points are required
for the unit in physical education.
No academic credit is given for
physical education. Each student
should register for a minimum of
two seasons a year until the unit
Is complete, ordinarily by the end
of t lie junior year. Courses are
marked on a pass-not pass basis."
Council then approved the pre-
viously proposed curriculum
changes with the exception of
lllivc limes removed for discus-
sion the United Slates Studies
Program, llin Education Depart-
ment curriculum, nnd Mathemat-
ics 345,
U.S. Studies
John Cooper, assistant profes-
sor of history, suggested that 345
or a senior seminar on n topic
like the American character be
Introduced Into the United Stales
Slnlc.q Studies program. He
fl'l I Unit III rivaling the Inter.
ilepnrlmi'iilnl major, Council was
mil doing I he best it could; as
proposed, the program would be
no more than the "sum of its
parts," it docs not create "some-
thing more."
In reply, Miss Fleming men-
tioned thai Hie fnlc of 345 will
be considered and Hint since (he
United Slales Studies Major Is
still an e.xppilmeiilnl program, fu-
ture plans depend on the number
of students who would partici-
pate. She foresaw lhat if the de-
mand was great the departments
involved, perhaps jointly, should
plan to use part of their units of
teaching to offer such courses.
Education
Following discussion. Council
passed the Hulled Stales Studies
program. Then after procedural
problems, the members of Coun-
cil finally moved, seconded, and
passed a suggestion by Tamara
Harris '71 that discussion on the
proposals for changes in the cur-
riculum of the Education Depart-
ment be tabled until the Curricu-
lum Committee could meet with
Mrs. Mary Bradley, associate pro-
fessor of education! and the Edu-
cation Curriculum Committee, a
group of concerned students, re-
garding their proposals for chan-
ges. (See letter in last week's
News.)
,
Debate over Mathematics ^45
led Council to direct the CurrJu-
lian Committee lo reconsider \ ne
iole nf 345. Council did not piss
a mollon (hat departments ho al-
lowed (o offer 345 or alternatives
In cither semester.
The Curriculum Committee
then introduced "an addenda to
the addenda lo the addenda" pro-
posing changes in the curriculum
which will be voted on at the
next meeting. After discussing
proposed changes in extradepart-
ments courses, Council turned
lis attention to the geology de-
partment
Since Jerome Regnicr, associate
professor of geology, and only
member of the geology depart-
ment, is leaving at the end of
this year, the Curriculum Com-
mittee recommended that no
courses In geology be offered next
year. They did not recommend
(Continued on page 8)
Munlu Players Glorify Blacks
by Sue Wing '71
"Muntu" is the Swahlll word for
"humanity" or "life." Muntu is
the name of an East African phi-
losophical cult which asks the
meaning of "humanity" and "life."
And Muntu Is also the name of
a unique theater group which on
Wed., March 5, showed their aud-
ience in Jewett auditorium what
"humanity" and " life" can mean.
Directed by Wcsleyan graduate
student Estcban Vega, the Muntu
players ore black students at the
Lee High School in New Haven.
During school hours the Muntu pro-
gram Is taken for credit, Vega ex-
plained, and Is designed to "expose
the students in the group to the
"Bellah's 'Civil Religion' Launches Symposium
Labeling the atempt to objectify
theology a "sophisticated error,"
sociologist Robert N. BcIIah sees
the religion of the future as one of
subjective ethical concerns. The
Bible Symposium's Mar. 7 keynote
speaker, he envisions hopefilled
vitality lor this internalized theology
us u basis for asserting, "the
church can now survive a collapse
of dogmatic orthodoxy."
"Whut he was trying to describe
was that the religious future of
man lios in the non-objective, but
very committed, personal direc-
tion," says Harold Y. Vanderpool,
instructor in Religion and Biblical
Studies.
Vanderpool characterized Bellali's
presentation as the "most signifi-
cant" in the Bible Symposium "be-
cause he spoke in the rhetoric of
his youthful audience."
After tracing to the Greeks the
Western tradition of rationalizing
religion, the Berkeley professor des-
cribed a movement toward Eastern
influences of religious internal sub-
jectivity With man's development
of greater self consciousness and
understanding, this ethical empha-
sis evidences heroes, symbols, and
a type of new eschatology.
As present manilestatlons of such
a trend, Bclluh chose the Peace
Corps and the amorphous youth
"Movement." In a self-view as the
"sons of Kennedy," and not LBJ,
Peace Corps volunteers parallel
monastic orders in their willingness
to live under rigorous conditions
in order to help create a better way
or life.
Similarly, youths who Identify
with the moment combine ideas
of soclullsm, and liberal humani-
tarlanism in a strongly inner-direct-
ed ethical commitment.
While seeing Marxism as mythi-
cal in its belief that religion could
bo destroyed by cognitive argu-
ments, Belluh demonstrated sympa-
thy for Marx and Freud when he
suggested, "men of integrity are
found in strange places."
Convinced that sociology needs
to learn about man through some
of the more sophisticated insights
in theology, Bcllah does not feel that
sociology can by some rational
scheme understand religion. He
views existentialism as offering a
more phenomnonologically accurate
nnalysls of religion than pure ra-
lionalism.
In effect, Bellah indicated that
contemporary non-believers actual-
ly are those who insist on making
reality objective, even religious
reality. In response, then, is the
growing movement toward personal
and ethical religious beliefs.
vast richness of black culture" and
to the "inherent richness of crea-
tivity" in the black people. The
rest of the time, said Vega, they
"willingly come out and ... be-
come the educators," presenting
"an overview of the black man's
contribution" to history. In dance,
song, drama, and narration, this
group of young people did just
that, with both magnitude-from
Africa to the plantation, from the
gospel meeting to Malcolm X, from
blues to soul music—and the poi-
gnant specificity of martyrs for the
cause of civil rights.
History Regained
Black history, the Muntu players
told us, is long, reaching into the
African past where the players'
first song was originally sung. It is
deep—the story of extremes and
contradictions. It is the nineteenth
century of Frederick Douglass, es-
caped slave turned black states-
man, and it is the twentieth cen-
tury of Malcolm X and Dr. Martin
Lulher King, Jr.
Three girls from the group danced
what poet Langston Hughes meant
when he wrote, "My soul has grown
deep as the rivers:" denying the
misconception of a placid slave so-
ciety, the entire group acted out
what Hughes meant, with both the
bravado of pride and the anguish
of recollected injustices.
History Rewritten
Old stereotypes were thrust into
a new light. Thirty years ago,
"Green Pastures" was a Broadway
play. Last Wcnesday. 11 was the
libretto for a spirited portrayal of
a gospel mecUng. Tills particular
segment, Vega insisted, was not an
attempt to "put on a show," but,
rather, an effort to show, by con-
( Continued on page 6)
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High Stakes The Reader Writes
Not another election . . . Yes, but this one is
different
The students elected to the Wellcsley Commis-
sion will be investigating a major campus issue:
should the College continue as a woman's institu-
tion or should it coeduoate? "The recommenda-
tions whioh the commission will be making arc
of the most fundamental nature to the institution,"
according to Miss Ruth M. Adams, President of
the College. They will be determining the future
role of WeHesley.
Thus, it is imperative that students seriously
consider the qualifications necessary to be a com-
mission member. They must be willing to devote
much of their time and energy to this investigation.
Paculty members have already agreed to give up
all other committee positions if elected. Students
must be willing to make a similar commitment.
Election procedures have been determined by
Senate. News urges all interested students to con-
tact their sophomore Senate reps as soon as pos-
sible.
At Ease
Want to enliven your lunch-time conservations?
News suggests three topics guaranteed to precipi-
tate an endless stream of complaints and heart-
burn — the leaves of absence policy, self-sched-
uled exams, and the calendar. Every discussion
will end with the plaintive cry, "Why don't they
do something about it I"
Well, in the near future they may do something.
At the next Academic Council meeting, Thurs.,
March 20, members arc scheduled to vote on rec-
ommendations by the Administrative Board in
these three areas. (Sec story p. 1
)
News urges members to approve the establish-
ment of the more standardized, more liberalized
leave of absence policy. Under the proposal, nny
student in good academic standing would be per-
mitted to take a leave of absence after the com-
pletion of at least one year at Wellcsley. Such a
flexible program gives students the opportunity
to add a new dimension to their education.
The same realization of a student's need to
shape her own learning process lies behind the
proposal for self-scheduled exams. The institu-
tion of sclf-sehcdulcd exams at schools like Am-
herst, Agnes Scott, Gouchcr, Mt. Holyokc, and'
Haverford has shown that such n system Is not
only desirable but feasible at small colleges. Well-
csley has no valid reason not to initiate a program
under which students can adjust their exam
schedule to suit their study habits and their plans.
Why should Wclleslcy continue to use a system
under which very few are satisfied with their exam
schedules?
• In addition, Mrs. Joan Mclvin, Dean of Stu-
dents, has stated, self-scheduled exams would help
the College in coping with the shorter exam period
under the proposed calendar. Probably the main
objection to self-scheduled exams is that cheating
would be easier. This is an insult to Wellcsley
students as well as the honor system.
While strongly believing that Wellcsley should
coordinate its calendar to be closer to that of MIT,
News thinks that Wellcsley must adapt, not copy,
MIT's calendar. Wc pro|xwc thnt Wellcsley form-
ulate n calcudnr based on two terms of twelve
weeks. The first term would then end before
Christmas. After Christmas there would be a
three-week reading period. The two-week "lame-
duck" period of classes after Christmas would be
eliminated, and there would be time for creative,
independent woik.
Since spring vacation mid the beginning of
spring term would coincide with llmsc of Mi l
.
the second semester would end two weeks before
thnt of MIT so that after n two-week reading peri-
od Wcllcslcv could have Its exams during MIT's
studv period. Students and faculty would then be
be free to pursue their summer plans a week
earlier.
While Academic Council is considering a change
in the clcndar to facilitate the MIT-WcHcslcy ex-
ulinngc. News limes thnt they also make clvanges
In the dally schedule. Classes should meet al the
same times nt both schools, and Wellesley's classes
should switch to n Tuesday-Thursday and a Mon-
dav-Wcdncday or Mondav-Fridav schedule.
And while Academic Council is deliboratinc,
students should be talkine not onlv to the friends
with whom thev share their lunch hours, but also
to voting members of Academic Council. Student
opinion on these and oilier Issues cm clearly be
heard only if It- is voiced, to faculty members as
well as to the sophomore Senate rens and other
student leaders now on Academic Council.
Short Circut
Four hundrcd-cighty-thrce San Francisco State
College students are arrested for demonstrating on
their own campus. Ronald Reagan, Governor of
California, urges a federal investigation of student
protests and of a possible nationwide conspiracy.
And the President of the United States is talking
about federal and state laws to put down campus
disturbances Events at public and private univer-
sities across the country during the past few weeks
have indicated a growing hostility on the part of
academic and public officials toward student pro-
tests, and have thus posed a major throat to the
freedom, and even to the very concept, of an ac-
ademic community.
As members of a college or university commun-
ity, all students, whether in majority or minority,
hold an inalienable right to responsible dissent
against that community's policies or practices.
Where there are institutionalized channels for stu-
dent opinions, these should be utilized. Protest
should not be the first tactic if communications
are open. Where there arc no channels dissenters
are forced to use demonstrations in order to nvnkc
their grievances known. Curtailing possibilities of
dissent cuts off student voices in the university's
function, as well as robbing students of their rieht-
ful share in the progress and future of the institu-
tion.
Yet, there is another, more frightening danger
inherent in recent campus events. Two weeks ago,
the Rev. Theodore M. Hcsburg, president of Notre
Dame University, advocated a stringent policy on
student disorders (see article p. 7).
This harsh position prompted a congratulatory
note from President Nixon, who further suggested
that last week's Governor's Conference investigate
"what action might be taken at the state and Fed-
eral levels to cope with the growing lawlessness
and violence on our campuses."
These intensive responses can serve no other
purpose than to further widen the gap between
them and dissatisfied students. News deplores the
lack of perception or insight into student problems
evidenced by these intransigent administrators and
by President Nixon. Suspensions, arrests, federal
laws and federal troops may temporarily halt a
student demonstration, but do nothing to nllcviatc
the cause of student unrest. Indeed, they only
aggravate it further," as was recently shown at
Duke University.
In their blanket denunciation of all student pro-
test these officals have refused to admit to the pos-
sibilities that there do exist fundamental inequities
in modern academic systems. They deny students
all right or responsibility to point out or correct
these incqucties. Furthermore, they completely
discount the distinction between valid and invalid
protest.
By refusing to look beneath the surface of dis-
sent for the causes at its roots, such administrative
policies have no hope of successfully solving stu-
dent problems. Instead they add one more item
to the growing list of student grievances and the
basic inequities remain unrecognized and un-
changed.
Some university administrators have already
proven that authoritarianism Is not the solution to
rtudent problems that indeed, violence and disrup-
tion becin only when communication between stu-
dents and administration ends. In recent demon-
strations at the University of Pennsylvania, police
intervention was avoided, and ohanncls of com-
munication remained opened. A solution was
reached without violence, with hope on both sides
for further discussion and solution of student dis-
satisfaction.
Arrestme or expelling dissenting students only
serves to demonstrate a university's inability to
comprehend and solve its own problems. Such
measures as legislation against
-ampus dissenters,
in addition to posing threats of government inter-
vention pnd supervision of private institutions, in-
dicate a total lack of acceptance of the autonomy
of the academic community and its freedoms to
sp-ak and to question. More importantly, it im-
plies the destruction of the university as a com-
munity of mutual interests and perceptions, cap-
able of working tocctlier as a cohesive unit toward
the (roal of mutual self-development.
Status Quotient
To the editor:
With all due respect and con-
gratulations to Wellesley's Wood-
row WUsdn winners, 1 should like
to ask if News might also include
recognition of those going into ele-
mentary school teaching in the pa-
per's front page — headline ego —
reinforcing policy. This country is
in need of a status revolution aside
from the real need for good — one
might even suggest — the best
minds to go "up front" in Kozol
country "where it counts". May
News continue to And many differ-






I think it is commendable that
the faculty is soliciting student
opinion concerning the calendar for
ncndemlc year 1969-1970. But I am
not sure that this gives adequate
representation to students on a mat-
ter which I believe Is clearly of
major concern to them, and of not
so major concern to faculty mem-
bers. The calendar must provide for
the faculty: adequate vacation, ade-
quate time for course preparation,
and adequate time for course grad-
ing. For the student, it is a serious
dotermlnnnt of performance in
course work. I am primarily, then,
objecting to the- tirno allotted, in
tho proposed calendar, for reading
period
An adequate reading period is
something we have only bad this
year. A recent issue of News re-
ported the favorable response to
it of faculty members and stu-
dents. Besides enabling students to
fnco examinations with greater
equanimity, 1 believe it leads to
better papers, and tho ability to pre-
pare papers without causing regu-
lar course work to suffer.
More perfect coordination with
MIT is a goal I heartily support.
But as far as calendar is concerned
this requires: 1) a non-conflicting
dally schedulc-lc, Mon-Fri, Tues-
Thurs classes 2) non-conflicting va-
cation periods. If MIT has an in-
adequate reading period, I see no
reason for WeHesley Collgee to
mimic them In that respect Per-
sonally, I wlcom the fact that
WeHesley reading period comes well
before my MIT class stops meet-
ing.
I might finally add that continua-
tion of classes after the Christmas
vacation might have similar effects
to the shortening of reading period.
If the concern is with a "requisite"
number of course meetings, I won-
der about the relative merits of
"extra" meetings versus reading
period.
I hopo that members of Academic
Council will amend the calendar
In such a way as to achieve bcttter
coordination with MIT without sac-




will attempt to be of assistance In
any emergency. We will LISTEN to
your problems, make infirmary
calls, type papers if you are 01 or
in a pinch, etc. (whatever else you
can think of). These services are
on emergency basis and there is no
sales pitch, propaganda or other
obligation
—we want only to HELP.
Should you be interested In of-
fering help through FISH or get-
ting more information, please caU
the FISH number, 235-9287. Your
assistance is more than welcome—
and again, there is no obligation.





I hope that the Educational Pol-
Icy Committees recent open meet-
ings on co-education have demon-
strated to the college community
that EPC does not intend to exist
in a vacuum. AH EPC minutes
will be given to News for publi-
cation and distributed to the
SEC representatives. Any stu-
dents or faculty members with
concrete proposals or specific
problems cpnecrning educational
policy are encouraged to ask to
be placed on the weekly agenda.
It is my sincere hope that in the
coming weeks the EPC will be-
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Open letter to the WeHesley Col-
lege community:
As you read this letter, a new serv-
ice is being made available to you
and to every member of the Welles-
ley CoUege Community. This new
service, the FISH, is a group of
people bnnded together by their de-
sire to help others In difficult sit-
uations.
The FISH has no formal organiz-
ation as such, but stands ready to
help in a 24-hour a day, seven-day
a week basis. We can be reached
at 235-9278, or messages may be
left at the Caz beU desk. If you
should lose this number, caU the
College Operator and ask for the
FISH number.
We do not offer professional
services as a psychiatrist, dean, or
medical doctor. However, we wiU
do nU that Is possible to assist and
complement these services. Wc
SLAVIC SOCIETY SPEAKER
Mr. Alglrdas Lnndsbergis, a
Lithuanian-born dramatist and
novelist, wiD speak on the
Czochoslovaklan litem,tare on
the latest revolt, Monday,
March 17 at 4:15 p.m. In Shafer
Hall. An are Invited to attend.
MIT SYMPHONY
' CONCERT
The MIT Symphony Orches-
tra will perform In Krcsgo Au-
ditorium at MIT on Sat,
March 22. Conducted by David
Epstein, the orrhestar will play
Rossini's Overture from "The
Italian In Algiers," Bartok's
"Dance Suite," nnd Mozart's
"Piano Concerto No. 21 In C
Major" with Helena Costa, so-
loist.
Ten WeHesley students who
nre currently members of the
orchestra Include violinists
Shelley Cross. Nancy Mitchell.
Wendy Nlerenborg, Jnnet Pac-
ker, all '70: Prlscllla Ross, '71.
and Susie Anthon, '72: vlollst
Karen Salzcr '69; cellists Kim
Zubelo, '70, and Margie Schnei-
der, '72; and percussionist
Monica Starr, '72.
Starting at 8:30 p.m., the
concert will bo open to the
public. Tickets may bo pur-
chased at tho door, or obtained
free of charge from Wendy
(Severance), 237-1288.
DANCE GROUP "IMPULSE"
Wellesley's dance gToup win
present Its annual concert, en-
titled "IMPULSE" this year,
Frl. and Sat,, March 14 and 15,
In Jewett Auditorium at 8 pjn.
With nn overall emphasis on
classical ballet, tho program
will nlso Include a simulated
strip tease, a Jazz composition
by Marilyn Crnndnll '70, n nar-
rative to Valse Triestn, nnd a
dance done to poetry by Conn!
Young "70.
Tho group's advisor, Mrs.
James Schaadt, has nlso choreo-
graphed several numbers which
Incorporate Isolated movements
from weekly dance classes Into
complete pieces.
This year's dance- Rroup offi-
cers nre Deo Hcmlnway '70,
president; Noln Mlrlkllanl '70,
choreography coordinator; CnU
Samuels '70, vice-president; Con-
n| Young '70, secretary; Linda
Chun '70, treasurer nnd Wcnde
Frutchy '70 and Wendy Cohen
'71, pubUclty chairmen...
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Theologian Moltmann Discusses Speaker Defines Hope
Alienations In Modern Society
by Sne Wing '71
"What will happen to the
Church of Christ . . . molded by
the history of modem industry and
civilization?" Jurgen Moltmunn
asked at last week's symposium,
"The Religious Dimensions of
Hope In the Re-Humanization of
Society." Presently Professor of
Systematic Theology at Tubingen
University in Germany, Dr. Molt-
mann has come into the theologi-
cal spotlight with his book Tho
Theology of Hope, in which he
stresses the future as the key to
understanding of both Christianity
and destiny.
In speaking of the future, Dr.
Moltmann drew a distinction be-
tween "what will be" and "what
is coming," much like the differ-
entiation in French, he suggested,
between "le futur" and "l'avenlr."
Seeming to emphasize the latter,
he proposed the them which he was
later to reiterate, that, "We look
for the hoped for and feared future
here In the present . . ." and "un-
derstand the present In the light
of God's advent," which Is "that
which is coming . . . History," said
Dr. Moltmann, "is not the grounds
of hope and faith, but the battle-
ground of hope and faith
. . .
His-
tory," he said "is a time of ac-
tion"
Man's Identity Crisis
In continuing to address himself
to the problem of "Futurology,
Technology, and Eschatology: Pos-
sibilities of Human Identity," Dr.
Moltmann focused on three major
problems of men in a modern indus-
trial society, the alienated man, the
"man without qualities," and the
"frozen Christian."
In depleting the "alienation of
man In a complex mechanical so-
ciety," Dr. Moltmunn employed the
literary image of Goethe's sorcer-
er's apprentice — the apprentice
who, while his master was away,
used his skill to command a broom
to can-y in buckets of water, be-
fore he had learned the magic word
which would make the broom stop.
For the apprentice, suggested the
speaker, "the power of his life be-
came superior to him." Contend-
ing that this was the plight of
modern man, Dr. Moltmann won-
dered, "Has man become anachron-
istic? . .
.
The coercion of competi-
tion makes travel to tho moon nec-
essary . . . We no longer know
what we really want. We no longer
know what we arc really doing . . .
The know-how is second nature to
us, but the 'know-why' has
eluded us."
Mnn Without Qualities
Tho Man Without Qualities, the
title of a book by Robert Musil,
was Dr. Moltmann's second focus.
In Musil's work, the hero is, in ef-
fect, nine distinct, and often con-
tradictory, characters. He eventu-
ally reaches the point where the
collective effort of his personali-
ties "can no longer establish a
modus Vivendi between the various
roles which they have to play."
With "no more hope In society,"
Dr. Moltmann insisted, the "men
without qualities . . . can no long-
er Invest and integrate themselves
In it."
The Frozen Christian, highlighted
in a book by Gottfried Keller, "is
frozen as If In a new Babylonian
Captivity;" only now. Dr. Molt-
mann proposed, it Is "a suburban
captivity," which has Institution-
alized Christianity hi order to an-
swer particular social needs. He
concluded that "it becomes In-
creasingly difficult to become a
Christian if you are already a
Christian."
Theology of Hope
"What does the rebirth of au-
thentic Christian faith look like to-
day?" "Anticipation," Dr. Molt-
mann cont ended, should be
"brought Into the foreground," so
that men may "practice the coming
peace amidst the battle ... to
draw the future into the present."
When questioned afterwards, the
speaker answered in much the
same vein, suggesting that, in the
face of the physical disappoint-
ments of the world, "hope must be
realized in tho medium of history,"
and man must have the faith "to
live In spite of ambiguities." Not
restriclin ghope to Christianity or
Judaism, Dr. Moltmann Insisted
that "when hope is, there can be
religion," though not necesasrily
vice versa, adding, however, that
Judco-Chrisliun tradition "takes
hope seriously."
Dr. Moltmunn also seemed to
take hope seriously if pervasive-
ness and reiteration are any indica-
tion of sincerity. We must join, he
stressed, in "humanizing society
from underneath," proceeding
"form the knowledge that God
hopes in man," that "God Joins
ho|>c to the ex|K?rlnient, man."
Lehmann Relates Revolution, Power lo Chrisl
by Audi Blren "71
In the words of Paul Lehmann,
Calvlnist professor of systematic
thelogy at Union Theological Sem-
inary and speaker in Wellesley's
symposium on the "Religious Di-
mensions of Hope in the Re-Hu-
manlzatlon of Society," his lecture
was actually "A round-table dis-
cussion between Jesus of Nazareth,
Hannah Arendt, and Herbert Mar-
cuse." Indeed, these figures did con-
tribute most of the many
quotes that enlivened Mr. Leh-
mann's talk on "Revolutions, Hu-
manlzatlon, and the Problem of
Power."
Bringing together previous speak-
ers' positions, Dr. Lehmann
stressed why humanization and
revolution eventually end up in
Jesus. Humanization Is the passion,
promise, and process of revolutions
for freedom. The catalysts are so-
cial questions. These revolutions in-
tensify the ambiguity of power as
force, or power as accident They
also question the relevance and
structure of power. Jesus, to be a
relevant power today, he suggested,
would have to be a hippie.
History and BcAlgion
Verbal freedom, what it takes to
be human, nourishes and human-
izes revolution through story, as
the heroic story of the Founding
Fathers did for the American Rev-
olution Dr. Lehmann feels that
the Bible and the Federalist Pa-
pers belong together. The center to
man and the goal to life should be
religion in history. This coincidence
of mentality and happening, to use
Hegel's words, makes "revolution
the life-style of truth," and shapes
freedom.
But even so, Dr. Lehmann said,
the power of revolution is not
enough to humanize, nor is "the
power of impotence and the impo-
tence of power." What is needed
is a rebirth of wonder, Jesus as the
Christ to transfigure human af-
fairs. And meanwhile, we should
wait, In the words of Lawrence
Ferllnghetti: ".
. . for the age of
anxiety to drop dead."
Question and Answer
In a final question and answer
period, Dr. Lehmun'B clnrlflcntlon
of the phrase, 'The power of im-
potence," was of particular interest.
He cited as an example the strate-
gies of the late Dr. Martin Luther
King, and the implications of "Love
Power." Both these examples, he
concluded, offer hope In their rev-
olutionary striving for tho rc-hu-
mnnizalion of society.
by Mary Enterllne '70
Institutionalization of the revo-
lutionary doctrine of Marxism kill-
ed hope, according to Mrac. Ileana
Marculescu. Speaking on "Dialectic
Tensions between Hope and De-
spair into an Atheistic World" at
the Religious Symposium on - March
8, Mme. Marculescu continued that
in those countries where commu-
nism has become an everyday real-
ity, Marxist eschatology had been
transformed into a social plan in
which the means and the ends are
indistinguishable.
"The Marxist hope, the hope of
the poor," she stated, "has been
transformed into a mode of produc-
tion." Seeing hope as linked to
despair and despair as rooted in
the hum in condition, Mme. Marcu-
lescu viewed modern man's case of
despair as desperate as a result of
the failure of science and of revo-
lution to fulfill their promises to
make men free. "We are living
our own death every moment, not
only as individuals but as a group,"
she noted.
Dialectics
Hope remains present in theo-
retical Marxism, particularly in
Marx's view of the future, in his
theory of progress, according to
Mme. Marcclcscu. His view of the
future Includes a belief in a better
society und in the Ideal perfectibil-
ity of man and a love of dialectics.
Mme. Marcelescu pointed out that
men arc going through mutations
but "we remain at a loss to say
whether these would happen with-
out revolutions."
Describing dialectics as nega-
tions, Mme. Marcelescu explained
that in Marxist thought, progress
comes only from destruction and
conseivation of the past so that up-
heavals of structures often accom-
pany progress. Progress comes with
eschatology, never with continuous
evolution.
Essential Contradictions
"This theory of negation al-
though highly si>cculative," Mme.
Marculescu commented, "is per-
haps the best part of Marxist escha-
tology." Yet, according to her,
Marxist eschatology and hope have
become lost as later Marxists have
denied the theory of negations and
reduced Marxism to a few state-
ments of essential contradictions,
for example, between the city and
the country.
A former professor in the Philo-
sophical Institute of the Rumanian
Academy of Sciences in Bucharest,
Mme. Marcelescu left Rumania
within the year. She strongly felt
that intellectual freedom had been
sacrificed. "Everything not under-
stood at the first view was declared
pernicious . . . Intellectuals are
prone to give up moral for material
goods," she explained. Stressing
that the essence of eschatology
need not be religious belief, she
pointed out that the aim of Marx-
ism was not faith but action based
on hope.
Marx, Freud
In the question and answer pe-
riod, Mme. Marculescu dealt with
the relationship between Marx and
the explanation of hope as a psy-
chological manoeuver, as man's de-
fensive way of protecting himself
against despair. Admitting that
Marx himself could not have dealt
with this psychological argument,
she noted that In political Marx-
Ism there is no place for hope and
she saw this unintentional coinci-
dence with psychoanalysis as the
reason why so muny thinkers are
trying to connect Freud and Marx.
When asked about Marx's theory
of progress, Mme. Marcelescu call-
ed it "an axiom" which has not
been demonstrated, although many
are trying to prove It. She con-
tended, "No one has demonstrated
progress on levels other than eco-
nomic." Later, noting that works
and merits have become central
concepts of Marxism, she declared
her opposition to "militancy."
Calling the coincidence of Marx-
ist and Christian eschatology
"forced," Mme. Marcelescu noted,
"Out of the necessity of dialogue
we had to And common features,"
and she admitted that they may be
artificial. Later at lunch Mme. Mar-
celescu commented that she has
written an article on dialogue
which will probably never be
printed. In it she expresses her
own doubts In the feasibility of dia-
logue because she believes that if
one participates with a strong be-
lief, one will not alter that belief.
Bible SymposiumPanel Exchanges IdeasonDynamicsofHope
by Faye HolllngHhcad '70
flumt Reporter
Concluding last weekend's re-
ligious symposium, Wcllcsley's
four guests, Jurgen Moltmann,
Ileana Marculescu, Paul Leh-
mann, and Robert Bellah, Joined
on Saturday afternoon in a panel
discussion to exchange and com-
pare ideas. No longer protected
by "the invulnerable castles of
munuscripts." In the words of
Fred Dcnbeaux, professor of re-
ligion and Biblical studies and
panel moderator,
. the visiting
scholars were free to engage In
dialogue on the personal and so-
cietal dynamics of hope, whether
It be a religious phenomenon or
not.
The most striking features of
the discussion was the broad
range of ideologies, or methodolo-
gies, which the four represented.
Dr. Bellah is a sociologist with a
special interest in religion as a
force In cultural systems. Both
Dr. Moltmann and Dr. Lehmann
are theologians. Dr. Moltmann Is
at present working with eschatol-
ogy and the role of the twentieth
century man in his society; Dr.
Lehmann, with the meaning of
Christian identity In the power
displacement of revolution.
"Post-Marxist" Orientation
The contrast between these
three and Ileana Marculescu, a
"post-Marxist" philosopher, spoke
more immediately and forcefully
about the Interaction between cul-
ture and personal Identity than
any one speaker could. Mme. Mar-
culescu's thorough-going empiri-
cism — "Scientific method (using
Information from the past to
make one's projections about the
yes. But, it works" — was anti-
thetical to Dr. Moltmann's posi-
tion. About the place of futurol-
ogy, he said, "History is not the
ground for hope; history is the
battlefield for the struggle be-
tween faith and despair." Dr. Bel-
lah, as a social scientist, found
hope in the diversity which an
outburst of dissent of cynicism
represents. He compared the fer-
ment of the '60's to the '50's era
of McCarlhylsm und said that he
saw "a refreshing contrast" In
ihe present upheaval.
Such reflections were in effect
a reply to both Dr. Moltmann
and Mme. Marculescu. Mme. Mar-
culescu said that hope is "as rare as
anti-particles In our world of par-
ticles."
The Importance of Myth
Dr. Lehmann pointed out the
Importance of myth or story. It
particularizes the mentality of the
cidture. The panelists decided
lhat the Marxist's "story." de-
scribing progress through societal
change, moves groups to action.
The Christian eschatology, with
lis tension between the symbolism
of the cross and the resurrection,
places the focus on the present
as changing, yet continuous, with
the past.
In closing, the panel addressed
Itself to the question, "How can
we go back to a former sense of
dignity? What sort of freedom Is
humanizing?" How can we define
freedom in order that we will cre-
ate new possibilities for human-
ity? Dr. Lehmann felt it "danger-
ous" to be content with the stat-
us quo. "The radical, stubborn
character of ambiguity" offers a
challenge to contemporary man.
It is hope that prods men to ac-
cept the challenge and supports
them in their endeavor to do so.
The dialect between memory
and anticipation, which Dr. Molt-
mann noted, is the creation of
hope. There is an "anticipatory
history of freedom"; hope created
the possibilities for the realization
of its goals. The common anticipa-
tion of the panelists was for a
new outlook. Informed by a Chris-
tian view of the future and a
Marxist theory of knowledge, and
implemented by a technological
society, can men have a freedom
which will lead them, in Dr. Molt-
mann's phrase, "not only to ac-
tion, but also to joy and play?"
The topic of "The Religious Di-
mensions of Hope in the Rehu-
manlzatlon of Society" was a for-
midable one. If there can be dis-
cussion despite the human propen-
sity for complexities, perhaps, the
speakers felt, there can be hope.
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Panel Runs Gamut on Government Role in Colleges
by Anno Trcblloook '70 thought of death, even death with speak, took n more complimentary self-immolation in one's occupation, .ssue," he responded bluntly to
"Mar 4 is a MOVEMENT not victory." view of American government. Bom citing the implications of radical con- earlier suggestions that defined po-
a DAY" proclaimed the buttons Knowledge Against Deception in Russia and a resident of pre-war victions. sitions should be non-negotiable,
sported by participants In the Because of this, he continued, Nazi Germany, he compared it favor- He went on to explain that the ar- Schelllng saw this consistency of con-
MIT Research Stoppage Day ac- "Force is no longer sufficient . . . ably to those systems. But, he gument for "working from within" vlction as dangerous when considered
tivitles. This concept of a move- Deception must accompany this." To amended, although it was good, "I was exactly one which those with only on moral and not practical
ment. coordinated and forward- counteract this deception, he sug- have seen the American political sys- vested Interests in the System would grounds. He expressed concern that
going, reflected the long-term gested, there is knowledge. tern, which was for a long time free like others to take. Mann warned ,h,s danger could lead down "the
concerns of discussions which ex- But, he warned, this knowledge from colonialism . . . getting by his- that this yielded only "a broken in- Pa, h fr°ni intellectuality to idiocy."
nmlncd the relationship of the could be bought exercise in nt least torical development Into the position dividual, serving a system" to which _ _ _
university to the government and two ways. Besides the obvious, de- of . . . being a power like other he Is opposed. This system, he
Oome closo To Truln
the military. Interested not only fense contract research projects, he power*." pointed out, was unique In branding Instead, he urged, concerned ac-
in academic integrity, panels, cautioned against "traditional <?xer- Expounding on the dangers of "self- citizens "radicals" for using "cap- ademics should "choose agencies
speakers and small discussion else In trivia," which , may serve centered nation-states." he drew light Itnlism." the word describing the sys- that come closest to their conception
groups explored Issues on the the interests of the government applause for his declaration of tern Itself. 0f truth." He belittled worries for
propagation or destruction of life simply by deflecting potentially American government as best in the Self-Chosen Problems military preponderance with a re-
itself. dangerous intellectual Inquiry into world. Louder applause followed his in overall sympathy with Mann's minder of the failure of the Civil
Conceived originally by SACC insignificant areas. next comment that, "even the best allegations, Franz Schurmann. pro- Defense campaign of 1962.
(Science Action Coordinating Besides the obvious defense con- is not good enough for our future." fessor of Asiatic Studies at Berkeley. Schelling further challenged the as-
Committce) as a protest "against tract research projects, he cautioned Worked Agnlnat Atom Bomb related his comments largely to sumption of earlier speakers of the
the continued use of science to against "traditional exercise in triv- Rabinowitch, professor of physics weapons systems. Turning to the Is- existence of an academic commun-
pursue unjust causes.
.
." and a | 0i" which may serve the interests at the University of Illinois since 1947. sues of the decay of cities and of ity. "When the Interests of the poo-
movement "toward the assump- 0f the government simply by de- was one of many scientists to parti- racism, he described "a sense of pie are so violently different (hat ac-
tion of responsibility by the scl- fleeting potentially dangerous Intell- clpate in the harnessing of atomic urgency here, ... In terms of knowl- p.demic freedom has become mean-
entlfic community for the uses of ectual inquiry into Insignificant areas, energy in the Second World War. In edge . . . ." ingless," he stated, "then we're clear-
their work," the Mar. 4 concerns Are We All Sheep? addition, he was a leader In the Schurmann's concern seemed to iy not a community." Speculating
expanded still further as the day in a plea to intellectuals to use their movement to try to ensure that force center on who suggests the problems that "children are ruined either in
progressed. power of knowledge_ he recalls the would be used for peaceful means for academics to solve. kindergarten or graduate school I
Slated as "a discussion on the ac- government test of nerve gas last only. Schelllng Stress 'PracHcal' haven't decided which." he betrayed
ademlc community and govern- fa„ in utnni |n wh |ch 0.000 sheep noS t„n R^ic, DUsent Tn ,han> contrast to nrevim.^lv a Preconception of the academicment, a late morning panel of- wcro. nccidently killed. "What If we Boston radical orcanizer Eric Mann presented^^.ItbnT Thoma7 Sc^el community os a "faculty communityTcred diverse views on the topic. a„ turn out t0 btf shccp? .. n0 spcc. followcd p^hinowitch with a more i|nR profe^r of economTre and In • one of adult scholars. . . ."
err^ent at SlTSSSr.Sv'S^ . •. ^ T"° '°r <^n.ionalTffa?rs at Ha™* evU Spelling's comments elicited some
. T ron?lud?d 1nls remarks with seeing present situations in terms of denced a belief in the responsive op- responses from fellow panel mom-
In^tK SiwS^^ 'hCJnvoca, '0"«h»tmcKmbP.r.°'r1; ln,0rCS f' h° Said', m.eanS SWing ,imum effectiveness in irking on bers, but lengthy exploration of issuession wi h a critique of present po- versity communities be "interested yourself not as a scientist, but as a su ,,jccls which bring the intellectual was cut short for time considerations.











n«'« ™" ™-« **»e-ho fur- ir ponry decisions. dispersing for lunch before joining
today are no longer happy at the Eugene Rnhlnqwitch, the next to ther. with the knowledge of eventual
.-Don't makc everything a moral afternoon work-shops
Scientists Denounce Arms Race
by Anne Trebllcock '70
Against a backdrop of white sa-
tin curtains and a gold-tassled
American flag, scientists met in
the auditorium of Rindge Techni-
cal High school for an evening dis-
cussion of "Disarmament and Na-
tional Security." Calmly, in even
tones, the participants spoke on
issues dealing with the destruction
or preservation of the world. A
continuation of the Mar. 4 pro-
gram, the panel explored dimen-
sions of the ABM system, biological
and chemical warfare, and the his-
tory of atomic policy.
Hans Bethe, 1967 Nobel Prize re-
cipent and professor of physics at
Cornell's Nuclear Studies Labora-
tory, thoroughly denounced the
controversial ABM system now un-
der consideration by Congress.
"The ABM race is a losing pro-
position," he declared.
ABM Totally Ineffective
Bethe explained how the planned
anti-ballistic missile system would
fail In its task to guard against a
nuclear attack. Long-wave radar,
he said, presently allows a ten-
WELLESLEY AND
PRINCETON SINC.
The Wellcslcy College Choir
nnd the Princeton University
Glee Club will give n perfor-
mance of Schubert's Mass in
A-flat, with organ and timpani
In Houghton Memorial Chapel
on Sun., Mnrrh 16 at 4:30 p.m.
The two choirs gave the same
conrcrt at Princeton In Febru-
ary.
Wellcsley solol-it* will be so-
pranos Kim Bnllnrd '69, Fran-
ceo Fowler '71, and Catherine
Ncedham '72; and niton Ellen
Hazelhurst, Jocclyn Keenc,
both '70, and Amber Smith '71.
Robert Bernard, Princeton '69,
In hn^ soloist. Guest tenor In
Virgil Austin, and Mrs. Charles
Vlvnn. Instructor In orgnn. Is
the. organist. Wllllnm A. Herr-
mann, associate professor of
music at Wellcsley. will direct
the singers. The Princeton
Glee Club will perform several
numbers alone, under the di-
rection of Professor Walter
Nollner, Princeton. The con-
cert Is open to ull and there to
no admission churge.
LOST AND FOUND
Students ore urged to claim lost
articles at the Info Burcaa, 235
Green Hall before the Lost and
Found Sole on March 18.
minute warning device in case of
missile invasion. However, there
arc penetration olds such as bal-
loons and shafts which can refute
the effectiveness of this radar sys-
tem.
An enemy would need merely to
use these penetration aids to create
an explosion, from which the fis-
sion and flash would prevent radar
observations and retaliatory meas-
uers, he continued. These penetra-
tion aids have effects lasting about
ten minutes, just the time neces-
sary to make defense response al-
most lm|X)ssll)lc.
Recalling that the United States
and Russia both now hold first-
strike capacity (each con strike
and retaliate at least once with
nuclear weapons), Bethe sees the
Polaris missile program as a peace-
keeping force. He explained that It
creates a disinclination on both
sides to launch u first-strike attuck.
Will Mankind Survive?
Beyond the controversy over
ABM, Bethe stressed, are the is-
sues of the arms race and its con-
trol. Because of the vital nature of
these considerations, he feels that
they should be above politics, both
national and international.
As he cited the need for informed
men in influential positions, Beth
urged "not to forget that what we
are really after is the preservation
of mankind."
Turning to the issue of chemical
and biological warfare, award-win-
ning Harvard biology professor M.
Meselson declared that although
such weaiwns were cumbersome,
difficult to confine, and undesirable
cither as tactical or strategic
forces prohibited by international
law, their use was increasing.
He described U.S. policy on these
weapons as "riddled with internal
inconsistencies." While America
signed the 1925 Geneva Protocol
outlawing chemical and biological
warfare, the Senate failed to rati-
fy it In the late 1950's, expendi-
tures for research In those areas
increased twenty-fold, and have con-
tinued at a high level due to the
Vietnam War.
Gases Result In Escalation
In Vietam, CS an extremely po-
tent tear-gas, and food-crop chemi-
cal destroyer arc used in artillery
sweeps. Although the chemicals are
nonlethal, Meselson emphasized
that "nonlethal gas sets the slage
for escalation," as it is used us
phases in conjunction with lethal
tactics.
In the next presentation, Gar Al-
perowitz, co-director of the Cam-
bridge Institute for Policy Studies,
Interpreted the historical events
lending lo our use of the atomic
iKimb 111 Japan. After n month by
niiinlh account of tho events lead-
ing to the |Hillcy decision, ho con-
cluded Unit use of the bomb was
unnecessary to our victory.
Surrender Without A-Bomb
"Certainly prior to 31 Dec. 1945,
and probably before 1 Nov. 1945,
the Japanese would have surren-
dered." Alperowltz quoted a num-
ber of noteworthy military men nnd
politicians to support this claim.
Among idem was former President
Dwight D. Elsenhower whom lie al-
leged to say, "It wasn't necessary
lo hit them with that awful thing."
Alperowltz then recounted the ef-
forts of concerned scientists to av-
ert the use of the bomb. He named
physicists Rublnowllcli, Zillurd, and
Borg among those who did realize
and attempt to publicize the con-
sequences of their discoveries. Yet,
he concluded that scientists "did
not apply as much hard work . . .
on the question of how their work
would be used as they had on that
work."
Relating their dilemma to con-
temporary situations, Alperowitz
urged scientists to organize them-
selves for the beneficial use of the
discoveries, In order "to come to
peace with themselves as men."
Bothc's Bomb Involvement
His remarks led directly into the
question period, as a member of the
audience asked Bethe about his own
position and feelings while a mem-
ber of the atomic-bomb project.
"I was not among the enlightened
people who saw much of the con-
sequences," he replied. "One of the
main reasons was we were far too
busy."
,
Although he expressed admira-
tion for those who stood up and
spoke against atomic weapons, he
said that they had not been the
ones to greatly participate in the
technical work involved with the
bomb.
Describing it as "the greatest
race for time I have ever seen," he
explained, "I question very much
that even with the best of Intent
or the greatest effort, if any scien-
tist would have found out what was
happening ... In those days, the
connection of science with govern-
ment was very much less than
now."
Audience Boos 'Speaker'
The next questioner became a
speaker as he presented his dis-
Dave Burmaitor (MIT '691 and MIT Provoit Jeromo B. Wieinor listen to Mar. 4
Movamont panalittt' viowj on govornmont-univorjity relations. Pholo by Ann*
Trobllcock '70
senting views on topics relevant
lo the Mar. 4 movement. A pro-
fessor of physics at Harvard who
had just relumed from two years
ns science advisor, to Thomas Mc-
Fec in Vietnam, he drew boos from
the audience as he defended the de-
cision makers in Washington:
"They are doing what they deem
best
. . . They are not stupid."
"I have not seen here anyone
who represents the responsible posi-
lions" involved in policy decisions,
he continued. His comment that
"theory is not enough. You need
experiments" caused disturbed
grumblings among the listeners.
Mild applause and brief laughter
greeted his question, "Shall we
turn the world over to Commun-
ism?"
Hisses responded to "We are in
Vietnam, like it or not," and the
speaker tied up his remarks. Fur-
ther questions and responses
served largely to expand upon the
issues and realms of opinion pre-
sented earlier In the day.
Black ActivistUrgesRelevance,
Attacks "Racist" White System
by Pnula Sllbcrthau '72




(speak) the truth . .
.
nnd I don't particularly care how
you feel about it." So began Harry
Edwards, black activist and leader
of the Olympic Boycott, in his
speech on "Politics of Black Libera-
tion" at Alumnae Hall on March 12.
"The vast majority of black people
in this society are still catching
hell," said Mr. Edwards. The only
solution is in a complete overthrow
of the system, which will allow
blacks to "become politically rele-
vant" in their own communities.
The key to the problem is not in-
tegration, he stated. 'There is
nothing intrinsically good" in inte-
gration. "Integration in this society
in this society means 'nigger, you
get just like me because you aren't
nothing.' And for a long time
blacks bought this . . . But this is
no longer the case." Today youth
says good-bye to integration. "We're
a separate entity .
. .
it's the only
viable means left open to us."
"You have to recognize that we
arc a different people ... we
want educational programs that
will give black people what they
need." However, the "big push for
relevant black education" is blocked
by a structure which is "pure, un-
adulterated racism." Whether a
subject be history or sociology, he
finds the orientation white. "Noth-
ing of any relevance happens until
the white folks come on the scene."
Jefferson wrote the Declaration of
Independence-while at his feet sat
a black slave: "he's a slaver, hypo-
crite, murderer-but he's a 'hero' to
us."
The demand is for relevance:
black culture for blacks. "The
whole educational system is set up
to berate anything that's black. If
education today is irrelevant to
young whites, how about young
blacks?
. . . it's criminal
. . . educa-
tion is rotten in America from
Harvard University right up to the
top."
(Continued on Pnge 6)
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by Candace Fowler '71
An Imposing figure in tails ap-
peared on the Jewett stage and
faced the audience, closely followed
by another who seated himself dec-
orously at the piano. The incon-
gruity of the almost antique for-
mality before an audience in blue
jeans and boots created perhaps a
feeling of apprehension — would
the performance have only a his-
torica lvalue? Would it provide
merely "culture"? Then the sta-
tuesque personage began to sing,
allaying any fears.
Mr. John Reardon's interpreta-
tion of Schubert's "Winterreise"
song cycle was not only proficient
but extremely moving. "Winter-
reise", a group of poems by Wil-
helm Muller which Schubert set to
music, deals with the anguished
thoughts of a man recently spurned
in love. The songs capture the full
range of his emotions and reac-
tions, from sweet memory to total
despair.
Emotion and Expertise
Reardon, who sings with the
Metropolitan Opera, displayed tliis
full gamut of feeling remarkably
well. His subtleties of emotional
tone, coupled with his expert con-
trol of dynamics und other techni-
cal musical factors, mark him as
a true artist, not merely a suc-
cessful vocal "technician". From
the tragic sighs of "Erstarrung",
in which the lover's heart feels
numb and frozen, to the violent an-
guish of "Der sturmische Morgen",
in which the lover finds that his
mood is complemented by the
stormy w,eathcr, Reardon is always
equal to the challenge of the word-
pointing which is characteristic of
the music.
Perhaps the most revealing ex-
ample of Reardon's talent was
"Fruhlingstraum" (Dream of
Spring). The song begins with the
lover dreaming of spring flowers
and his beloved, opening sweetly
with piano arpeggios.. Upon wak-
ing, however, the lover notes the
great contrast between his dream
and reality. Thp music demon-
strates the change of mood with
more frenetic, violent motion and
a sudden crescendo. Reardon
achieved the change flawlessly, ful-
filling the expressive demands of
the song without slighting any of
the technical requirements.
Accompaniment Succeeds, Too
Mr. Bliss Hebert provided ex-
cellent piano accompaniment for
the singer. Schubert wrote the ac-
companiment to serve a variety of
purposes: to lead into and close
the verses, to simply back up the
singer with chords or a duplica-
tion of the melody, and occasion-
ally to work in counterpoint
against the singer, playing a quite
different theme or motive. Al-
though the bulk of the burden of
emotional expression is upon the
singer, the piano part contains fre-
quent passages of tone painting in
which success in depicting mood
and scene depends on the pianist
as well. Hebert rendered the vari-
ous moods well, creating for the
listener an ulmost visual picture
of the rustling leaves in "Dor
Lindenbaum", the winding slreum
in "Wasserfluth", the tragicomic
organ grinder in "Der Leiermann".
He remained constantly aware of
the accompaniment's role at each
particular moment, never over-
shadowing the singer, yet bringing
out the piano part and utilizing its
lull expressive i>olenliuI When ap-
propriate.
Poor performers can distort or
totally destroy a work such as
"Winterreise". Reardon and He-
bert, on the other hand, proved
themselves in every way worthy of
Schubert's composition.
by Peggy Muikiewicr '72
Three experts on city develop-
ment optimistically offered their
prescriptions to remedy the ills of
South America during a panel dis-
cussion co-sponsored by the Pan
American Society of New England
and the Joint Center for Urban
Studies of MIT and Harvard. This
friendly debate, presented in Kresge
Auditorium on March 5, concluded
the 1969 PAS lecture series con-
cerning urban problems in Latin
America. Topics discussed in three
previous sessions had included uni-
versities, private sector involve-
ment, and immigration.
The courteous, dignified modera-
tor and featured speaker was Pro-
fessor Fernando Belaunde Terry,
former President of Peru who now
teaches at the Harvard Graduate
School of Design. Strictly refrain-
ing from any attack on Yankee im-
perialism, Professor Belaunde in-
stead lauded "the spirit of inven-
tion and adventure" manifested by
North Americans. He urged Latin
American governments to adopt "a
fresh approach" toward city plan-
ning, and cited Brasilia as "an ex-
periment in creative architecture"
and in "geopolitics."
Slgiilneunl Fucts
Hoping "to uvold sliunty towns,
excessive centralization of urban
life, slums," Professor Helaunde de-
plored economic and social condi-
tions whicli led 46% of the popula-
tion of Uruguay to settle in Monte-
video. He stressed three significant
facts: first, that Latin America
shows u 'i'/v Increase in population
annually: second, that thla urea
has a low density of population, 26
people per square mile; and third,
that Latin America may exploit
very promising virgin lands.
Professor Alexander Gans, in-
structor of city planning at MIT,
added few original ideas as he prais-
ed Professor Belaunde's speech. He
recommended that national planning
be directed toward exploitation of
"the great unknown, unexplored
hinterlands." He noted that Latin
American cities grow at a rate of
4Va% to 1% each year; the popula-
tions of Mexico City, Caracas, Rio
de Janeiro, and Sao Paulo have
more than doubled since World
War II. By 1980, at least 26 cities
will be able to boast of over one
million inhabitants. "The process of
urbanization is irreversible," Pro-
fessor Gans reminded his audience.
'The move to central cities signi-
fies an improvement in living stan-
dards."
Anti-Urbanization
Finally Professor Alex Inkeles,
from the Harvard Center for In-
ternational Affairs, rose to speak-
He has been studying the sociologi-
cal and cultural aspects of urban
development in several countries,
including Argentina and Chile. Pro-
fessor Inkeles claimed, "Our whole
tradition is anti-urbanization;" cit-
ies are considered "evil" by some
romanticists. He contrasted "vil-
lages where there are a lot of nice
yeomen around" with miserable lit-
tle hamlets in Peru.
"People who move to the city
enjoy a substantial improvement in
standards of living," said Inkeles,
referring to the mass exodus of
1 4i I in American fanners to the cit-
ies. Surveys disclosed that over 80%
of the new city dwellers- would not
like to return to the rural areas.
He feels that the "process of indi-
vidual modernization" is speeded up
by the urban environment, but "the
larger the city, the weaker the
modernization process."
Individual Abilities
According to tests, city residents
share " the idea that the existing
political system can meet their ris-
ing expectations.
. . . When indus-
trial growth keeps pace with urban
growth, there is less extremism,"
Inkeles declared. He noted that
middle-sized cities can most effec-
tively prepare residents for the im-
I>ending industrial revolution in
South America. Suggesting that
"there is a tendency to over-em-
phasize central solutions" and to
underrate the effectiveness of "in-
termediate and personal planning,"
Inkeles would advise nations to "un-
leash the creative abilities of the
individual" in dealing with such
problems as low-cost public hous-
ing.
In the subsequent questioning pe-
riod, Professors Belaunde and
Gans evaded the topics of popula-
tion explosion and the concentra-
tion of wealth in the hands of a
few. None of the panelists men-
tioned problems linked to the role
ol foreign investors, economic inte-
gration among Latin American na-
tions, or political upheaval. The
apparent purpose of the panel dis-
cussion was stated at the outset of
the program: "to assuage that an-
xiety" about urban problems, rath-
er than to cause concern on the
part of the audience.
Orientation Program to Continue
Snow Strains Budget, Backs
by Louise Bedlcheck '72
This February, for the first
time in Wellesley's history, both
students and grounds department
members joined to dig the cumpus
out of the snow. As soon us the
men arrived after the February
snowfall, they started working in
shifts around the cIock. According
to Robert J. Schneider, Business
Manager, some worked sixteen
and eighteen hours a day. The
ones that stayed on campus slept
on mattresses in the maintenance
building and ate in the Bates kit-
chen, which also provided ' them




ment, which was written up In a
national maintenance magazine
last April, operates under a
unique system. In explaining the
surprisingly small maintenance
crew of twenty-two men and the
remarkably well-kept campus,
Frank W. Sellner, Superinten-
dent of Grounds and Security,
pointed to the zone plan, whereby
the campus is divided into ten
zones, with one man assigned to
each zone and charged with the
responsibility of maintaining it.
This system contrasts with the
procedure in most places whereby
men are sent out in teams. Un-
der the zone plan, each man
knows which paths in his zone
are the most vital and ought to
be cleared first. Mr. Sellner
pointed out that it also encour-
ages a sense of Individual pride
in one's zone.
Although exact figures won't
be known until the end of the
month, Mr. Schneider estimated
that the two storms cost the Col-
lege $8000 in overtime, not includ-
ing what was paid the students.
He also noted, however, that this
winter's storms would probably
cost only about $3000 more than
what an average winter's snow
removal costs because other than
February's storms, this winter
has been unusually dry. "It came
all at once Mils year." he said.
Equipment
Mr. Schneider pralsi-d tin- me-
chanics In I In- gin Is iliynri.
mont for the fact Dial there wan
no breakdown in equipment un-
til the third storm, despite the
fact that the snow was wet and
heavy anil the College equipment
is lighter than that of an average
municipality. In addition to I he
six College vehicles used as
plows, the College rented one
bulldozer, two elevating payloud-
ers. and two trucks. It was the
first time in eight years that out-
side equipment was necessary.
Student Shovellers
The College also bought up all
the available shovels In the com-
munity and through the Heads of
House offered the students pay-
ment for shovelling. According to
Harry B. Jones. Controller, the
February 10 offer of $2.75 an
hour was an error, but since the
169 students had worked expect-
ing this wage, they were paid it.
The bill came to $1105.15. During
the second storm, February 24,
the 69 student shovellers were
paid the originally intended wage
of $2.00 an hour. This time the
College paid $382.50 to students.
Mr. Sellner noted that boys who
were stranded here were extended
the same offer, again through the
Heads of House, but not one ac-
cepted it. Mr. Schneider praised
the girls for a "beautiful job."
Abandoned Cars
Mr. Sellner said that perhaps
the biggest problem was not snow
removal, but the abandoned cars
blocking the lanes, which must be
clear in case of emergency. He
said that the maintenance depart-
ment towed up to 100 cars.
Work is still going on to keep
roofs from caving In, clean drains,
and proper? for the s.-.rlng thaw.
As the first participants in Welles-
ley's College Orientation Project, 13
junior high school girls from East
Muslim got their (list ItlHlO of college
on Kchniury 20. The girls arrived at
McAfee at Mum. met their wcllcs-
ley "Big Sister," and started on a
day of classes and personal guid-
ed tours.
The College Orientation Project
was formed by Wcllesley students,
Stephen 1). I/wdon, assistant profes-
Mir of Hoclology, and Miss Alice Jean
Uinnoll, assistant In lliu Dlreclur ol
AdinlMNlniiH, In give elghlh gflltlu
girls, who liuve had no pivlvoiis expo-
sure to eollego, an Ideu of whut col-
lege means. In addition to seeing
the campus and attending classes,
each junior high school student ate
lunch in the dorm and met her Big
Sister's friends. Throughout the day,
Iho Wcllesley student told her Utile
sister what onuses she would need
to lake in high scliool to fulfill col-
lege requirements; in this way the
Wcllesley students sought to steer the
junior high school girls In the direc-
tion of college, and to make them
realize the importance of electing an
academic program in high school.
The success of the pilot venture of
C.O.P. was encouraging. The stu-
dents from East Boston enjoyed
themselves and, as they left, were
busy exchanging address with their
Big Sisters. C.O.P. is now planning
three more days of similar activities
to reach about 500 girls in the Boston
area. An equal number of Wellesley
students have expressed an interest
in being Big Sisters for a day. A
large group of girls, whose names
have been supplied by local commun-
ity agencies and neighborliood cen-
ters, will be .coming out to Wellesley
during the week of April 21 which
is spring vacation for Bos-
ton schools. meantime, if you have any questions.
The future success of C.O.P. dc- F'ease contact Jill Anderson '69 in
peiitls on the rcs|>onso of Wellesley Ereeman (237-1544). Terry Bruce '70
slinlciits. A list ol dorm reps will be ln Cazenove (235-4122) or Jessica
published in |ho neur lulure; In the pc« '71 Munger (235-9451).
Library Seminar Studies Print
SWEET CHARITY
The Heart Fund Is holding a
benefit pcrformnnco of "Sweet
Charity" for college students
on Thurs., March 20. at 8:30
p.m. at tho Saxon Theatre The-
utro In Boston. A portion of tho
ticket sales will go to the
Heart Fund. Tickets uro $2.50,
$3 und $3.25. Coll Elizabeth
Michel at 237-9807 to order
tickets.
by Judith Wong '71
One of ihe finest collections of
I'Ult! books and munuscripls offers
a unique opportunity to Wcllesley
student* to study und to work with
print. 'Since I 'J IG, Miss llannuh
French, the spcciul documents lib-
rarian, has ottered a seminar on
book urla open to all students.
"The scminai- is liiruled to ten
students. We meet once a week, al-
ternating between the Rare Book
and the Bonk Arts room," ex-
plained Miss French. In the Rare
Hook room is housed u inugnificent
collection ol books and manuscripts,
including severul puges from Uic
dulonberg Bible. "Thanks to
Wellesley's unusual facilities and
materials we can study the lustory
of printing fro man ethetic and a
practical stand-point, century by
century.
Book Arts Boom
"In Uie Book Arts room there
are two handpresses which the stu-
dents use to set type and to print.
We have two type faces, a modern
style called Centaur and an 18th
century style called Caslon. This
year the students are printing a
poem of Emily Dickinson.
"An alumna, Anns Van Nuys
Schwepi>e, '03, donated the money
for the Book Arts room and also
gave a collection of books printed
by the Grabhorn brothers in Cali-
fornia and by others." After this,
Miss French was asked to conduct
a course on printing. She went to
Yale to learn how to print. The col-
lege obtained an 1890 Proof Press
and all that remained was to de-
velop an interest in the student
body.
Although there is no credit for
the seminar, the enthusiasm of the
students is evident. Sarah Larra-
bee, '69, reports that "Right now
we are trying to name tiie press
because it's been anonymous all
these years. This seminar is incredi-
ble and so much fun. To print a
poem, wc first have to decide which
type race to use, Uien which size
and whether to use Italic or Roman.
Designing Uie page format is a
challenge. It is difficult to relate
what Uie printing looks like on the
block and what it will look like on
paper. We also get to print some-
thing ol our own." Many examples
of student prinUng are on dis-
play in the Book Art room, which
is hidden behind Uie Rare Book
room.
Wednesday night the press is
open to anyone for individual proj-
ects. Ruth Rosenblatt, "69, took
the course two years ago and is
presenUy working on her own to
print an Italian poem. She got in-
terested in prinUng by reading
about people's private presses. "Vir-
ginia Woolf printed her own books
often. The history in the seminar is
very good and we can get close to
Uie beautiful books. From a practi-
cal view-point, though, the lab work
is somewhat limited because only
one person can work with the
press at one time."
The Book Arts seminar is of-
fered each year during second sem-
ester. The class meets one night a
week. Any interested student can




BeglstruUon for spring sail-
ing will take place on Monday
and Tuesday, March 17 and 18 at
the El Table from 12:30 to 2
p. m. Four double periods dur-
ing tho weeks of April 7-April
28 will cost $2. Students aro
asked to bring their small craft
permit numbers to the registra-
tion sessions.
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Panel Views City Ills
by Anno Trebllcock '70
"When I see what our half-
baked technology has done to our
cities," decried Lewis Mumford,
author of The City In History, "I
think the first ' thing to do Is
halt." Mumford's views were the
exception, however, In a panel dis-
cussion on the "Applications of
Technology to Urban Problems,"
held Sat., Mar. 8, as on off-shoot
of the Research Stoppage Day.
In his Introductory remarks,
Bernard J. Frleden of MIT stated
that with a greater sense of com-
mitment, scientists and technolo-
gists can accomplish their goals
In reconversion of research appli-
cations. Before a reconversion,
however, Mumford called for a
"stoppage," a halt to gouging our
cities by pollution-carrying ex-
pressways, a halt to building
high-rise apartments at the ex-
pense of the poor.
Following Mumford's brief re-
marks, Victor Sldel, an associate
in medicine at Harvard Med.
School and Chief of Community
Medical Unit at Mass. Genera),
explored some of the problems of
urban health care. Technology
can, in Sldcl's view, aid urban
medicine In three ways: 1) In de-
centralization of record keeping,
2) in personnel matters for rapid
emergency response, and 3) In
problems of fragmentation for di-
recting patients to already exist-
ing medical 1services.
Trend to Decentralization
Sldcl's Issues of decentraliza-
tion vs. concentration were reite-
rated by Urban Planning Aid's
James Morey. An Independent
group in Cambridge, his firm
tries to reconcile these divergent
trends of centralized planning
and community organization and
control.
Robert Fano, professor of engi-
neering and electrical communica-
tions at MIT, examined (he Inter-
action of computers with society.
Noting that "knowledge is pow-
er," he underlined the Importance
of deciding who is to have access
to thot power.
As a response to a self-posed
question, "Ought there to be cit-
ies?" Lisa Peattie, associate pro-
fessor of city planning at MIT,
conjectured that problems would
be almost exactly the same with
or without cities.
Next to speak, Juergen
Schmandt of Harvard cited the
gap between the states of tech-
nology and cities. Through Indus-
trialization, centralization and
specialization, he hopes for the
production function of urban
areas to become decentralized as
the residential function has al-
ready done.
Cautioned Alvin W. Drake,
MIT associate professor of elec-
trical engineering, "There's prob-
ably no one who's responsible for
the long-term consequences" of
urban problems decisions. In-
volved in studies of police, ambu-
lance and blood bank operations,
he described study team efforts
in police car dispatching, where
efficiency increased by the re-
placement of white IBM cards by
colored ones, to differentiate
emergency from routine missions.
"I'm terribly concerned there
Isn't e profession out there," he
said, calling for urban fellows
programs and public administra-
tion facilities.
Audience Disgruntled
In the question period, when
asked precisely what he would
like to see halted, Mumford shot
back, "The highway program,"
explaining the need for efficient
public transit systems.
After panel members generally
concurred that these difficulties
reflected technology's problem of
providing undesirable as- well as
desirable effects, a member of the
audience voiced disappointment
with the comments. He expressed
concern for the Individual's loss
of humanity amidst the social
control of urban planning pro-
jects.
To this Mumford responded,
'The key Is to realize that we
must have diversification of ac-
tivity which we have suppressed
to merely the profitable ones."
On the topic of medical services,
Sldel added that bureaucratic
complications had thwarted ef-
forts lo establish n clinic In
Chnrlcstown.
At this point, another audience
member objected to the absence
of politics In the discussion. Lisa
Peattie then suggested going be-
yond the idea that the public in-
terest as a bundle of private In-
terests, In order to create more
alternatives for society.
l>ttvln Wants Humanity
"Caught In n web of operation-
al society," Fnuo Interjected, wo
must be "aware of reasonable
goals." Condemning the "good-
guys/bad-guys" analysis of situ-
ations, he pointed out that a cor-
poration, for Instance, is two
things: the employers and the em-
ployees. Lashing out at vested
Interests of the owners, he said,
can also result In unemployment
for the workers.
When Frieden called for n con-
clusion to the session, a listener
objected, suggesting a continua-
tion along more concrete lines.
Mote general panel comments fol-
lowed.
Concluding the discussion, Je-
rome Lettvln, MIT professor of
biology and electrical engineering,
warned, "We are opting too much





entirely the moral and ethical re-
sponsibilities of one man lo his
neighbor." Echoing the spirit of
Mar. 4 activities, Lettvln asked
that "urban problems" be seen as
"personal problems" as well.
"Tall m. why—am I Wed jo b.d7" tho Muntu Players ask their audianca, during th.tr dramatic survey of black cul-
tural heritage. Photo by Sua Wing 71.
Muntu Players.,.
Black Liberation..
(Continued on page 6)
According to Mr. Edwards the
system is rotten. "Every four years
you wind up choosing between the
lesser of two evils
. . . When the
establishment's in as complete con-
trol as it's in here, It doesn't make
any difference how old you are
when you vote." Even Civil Rights
laws are no good: "Under the guise
of integration Johnson passed the
greatest piece of 'nigger' legisla-
tion
. . . since Lincoln." Edwards
stated that Johnson had no inten-
tion of enforcing the bills. If the
law docs have a function, it is to
protect racism—to block retaliation
against whites because of the
"legal" aspect "When four black
girls were bombed praying In a
church in Alabama, it was a legal
question!" So actually, "Johnson
wasn't the problem. It's the system
that's the problem."
He went on to say that the pow-
er elite must be destroyed. Black
capitalism or white capialism, "the
masses still suffer." It Is "Irrele-
vant what color the capitalist is
... the enemy is the system."
"Tear Down to Rebuild Values"
"The key to our prosperity de-
pends on a separate development,"
one which will come after the *ys-
tem has been overturned, he felt.
It is time for action. "Blacks have
been non-violent when they should
have been throwing bombs." The
situation is too critical to worry
about white reactions: "We're
catching so much hell on the front
lash that the back lash doesn't make
any difference." "How it's done is
irrelevant
... I advocate getting
rid of the system by whatever
means necessary."
How shall the new system be
built? In answer to this question
Mr. Edwards replied: "I don't have
to worry about it People like me
don't last very long ... the last
person you want working on the
construction problem anyway is the
wrecker." However, he knows
what kind of system it should be,
one of "human rights over property





way they should have been built
to start with." Young whites "must
begin to push for change on their
side of the fence." Mr. Edwards
hopes that maybe some day the
fence will be torn down. Until then
"we must deal honestly with the
problem."
(Continued from page 1)
trast, the extreme hardship of a
life of slavery—"On Sunday," he
explained, "they hoped to get
enough spiritual uplift to last them
the next six days."
Anguish and injustice are the
dominant themes, said the Muntu
players; spirituals are more than
entertainment, revealed four girls
from the group who coll themselves
the Ebony Singers. Any doubt on
this score was dispelled by their
lead singer's breathtaking interpre-
tation of "Precious Lord, Toko My
Hand," the song which Dr. Martin
Luther King asked to hear on the
day of his death.
Black Comedy
For black Americans, said the
Muntu players, comedy Is more
than humor, It Is tho essential
"laughing to keep from crying."
Langston Hughes' one-act play
"Soul Gone Home" invokes laugh-
ter, but Is also asks the painful
question, is it the fault of the son,
of the mother, or of society that
the mother is a hustler and the son
is a corpse?
"Despite his suffering," Vegn
noted, "Iho black man has still
found time to make music and to
make mockery of his misery."
Dancing with abandon all over the
Jewett stage, or jostling each
other in the closeness of camara-
derie and the excitement of accomp-
lishment, the Muntu players pos-
sessed a secret ingredient This in-
gredient, suggested one of the girls
in a monologue, was "soul"'
—
"soul" that Is far more than Mo-
town records at a mixer, because
"it's effortless — effortless
—
you
don't have to put it on—It Just
comes out"
History Updated
Despite their reverence for past
black achievements, the dominant
theme of the Muntu performance
was the immediacy and the capa-
city of the present With "Songs
and Poems of Protest" the stu-
dents made it quite clear that the
depth of current black sentiment
paradoxically could not adequate-
ly be expressed in either songs or
poems.
"Hated" by Chuck Walker, "The
Ballad of Birmingham," by Dudley
Randall, and "If We Must Die,"
by Claude McKay began to tell the
story. It was In the spontaneous
audience reaction to angry poems
of Brother William A.X. and to
the conclusion to James Gray's
"Parable of the Eagle"—"Stretch
forth thy wings and fly; Don't be
content with the foods of chickens 1"
however, that it became obvious
how much past black expression
had been stifled.
History Humanized
While the entire troupe deserves
congratulations, special mention
should be made of Kenneth Kam-
lem. As the leader in the "gospel
meeting" sequence, he contributed,
with a hard-driving and polished
performance, to the group effect
to tell the story of the black man
In America. Alone In the spotlight
in the beginning, alone in the spot-
light at the end, Kamlem was a
constant reminder that black
awareness Is not only knowledge
of value as a black Afro- American
but also awareness of dignity as
an individual black man.
The Muntu players spoke of "hu-
manity" and "life"—life which has
been suppressed and life which has
created music and poetry, human-
ity which has been denied and hu-
manity which has asserted itself.
In the range of emotions with which
one might have responded to Ken-
neth Kamien's parting shot "The
black people ore calling out for
the reclamation of their planet!"
there was no place for indifference.
For the spectator anticipating the
pleasures of a "painless" education-
al experience, the Muntu players
would have been a disappointment.
Such critics might be reminded
that to teach black history "pain-







JUNE 29 AUGUST 23
LIBERAL ARTS
Undergraduate credit course in humanities,
sciences, social sciences / intensive foreign
language instruction/introductory computer
course
CONGREGATION OF THE ARTS
Credit courses in theatre, music, painting,
sculpture/symphony and chamber orches-
tras/master classes and private instruction,
voice and instrumental/Dartmouth Reper-
tory Theatre Company
To receive Summer Term Bulletin, write to:
Summer Programs Office, Parkhurst Hall
Box 582, Hanover. New Hampshire 03755
There once was a sophomore
from Yale
Who didn't quite look like
a male...
But when he came
to our door
We said "Let it grow more"
And we even posted his bail
!
We > I solva all your problcmt. but In Naw York a student's
. . .
ano even a prof's
. . . best friend Is the Blllmore. And ReallyOial-
Direct Reservation Service lets you make direct reservations free
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Students Protest; Officials Act
by Susan Helnemann "10
"Policemen using clubs and tear
gas battled Negro and white stu-
dents on the grassy quadrangle of
Duke University today," announced
The New York Times of Feb. 14.
Featured on the same page were
stories of similar student protests
at the University of Wisconsin and
City College of New York.
Student demonstrations and un-
rest have been increasing on cam-
puses throughout the nation. Major
issues include student power in ad-
ministrative decisions, university re-
lations with the military and the
university's responsibility to soci-
ety. In particular the black com-
munity.
Government Response
Two weeks ago the Rev. Theo-
dore M. Hcsburgh, president of
Notre Dame University, took a
firm stand on student disorders. In
an open letter to students and fa-
culty he stated, "anyone or any
group that substitutes force for
rational persuasion, be it violent
or non-violent, will be given 15 min-
utes of meditation to cease and
desist." (N.Y. Times, Feb 28). If
they do not desist, according to
him, they will be asked for thelr
identity cards and immediately sus-
pended. Those without cards will
be prosecuted for trespassing.
President Nixon responded with a
congratulatory letter to Father Hes-
burgh and applauded his hard line.
In addition, he directed Vice Presi-
dent Spiro Agnew to discuss with
the Governor's Conference what
federal and state action could be
taken to prevent campus disrup-
tions.
Tho governors, however, rejected
a proposal made by Governor Ron-
ald Reagan, demanding a federal In-
vestigation to determine the causes
of campus disorder and whether a
conspiracy was Involved. Instead
they Issued a statement pledging
their support to efforts to keep
campuses open.
University Beaponse
University response to disrup-
tions on campus has varied from
rigid, authoritarian tactics to ra-
tional negotiations. Commenting on
Hesburgh's statement, Cornell pres-
ident James A. Perkins remarked,
"The community on each campus
Ls entirely different. Father Hes-
burgh's prescription might work
very well at Notre Dame—but I'm
reasonably sure It would not work
well at Cornell. It would sound too
authoritarian." (Newsweek, Mar.
10) He believes In "mulntaing
contact with those students who
have concerns on their minds-black
students, SDS, any potential source
of unrest,"
In a panel discussion on March
8, presidents Ray L. Heffner of
Brown, Nathan M. Pusey of Har-
vard, Perkins of Cornell and How-
ard W. Johnson of MIT voiced
their concern for this crisis in high-
er education. All rejected Hes-
burgh's tactics for their campuses.
While disturbed by student vio-
lence, they also expressed fear of
a backlash from the public. Dr.
Pusey felt that the repressive state
and federal legislation, as well as
student threats to academic free-
dom, might drive scholars out of
the university. (NY Times, Mar. 9)
Calling in Troops
Student and faculty strikes have
focused national attention on Son
Francisco State College. Origina-
ting with demands for self-determ-
ination by blacks and Third World
Liberation Front students, the pro-
test became a battle against the ad-
ministration and trustees. Acting
president S. I. Hayakawa has not
hesitated to use police force to
control the protest. According to
College Press Service reports, he
has also denied the right to assem-
ble on campus and tried to Btop
the critical student press by cutting
off college funds. He argues, "When
President Eisenhower used Federal
troops to open up schools in Little
Rock, the liberals didn't raise a
squawk at all. Whether to protect
the liberty of white people or the
liberty of black people, you ultima-
tely have to use force. And I, for
one, am not going to hesitate to
use it." (Newsweek, Mar. 10)
Police and student violence has
disrupted the Berkeley campus.
Members of the TWLF are demand-
ing a college of ethnic studies, more
non-white faculty and staff and in-
creased admission of non-white stu-
dents. Chancellor Roger Hcyns has
been criticized by public officials for
trying to control police actions on
campus and insisting on due proc-
ess in disciplinary cuscs. Recently
the board of regents ordered the ad-
ministration to immediately sus-
pend, for an interim period, any
student suspected of participating
in demonstrations when the Gov-
ernor has declared a "state of em-
ergency." According to CPS re-
leases, major violence did not oc-
cur until after Governor Ronald
Reagan declurcd a "stato of emer-
gency" and sent In troops. Tho
Dally Callfornlaa, the student pa-
per, explains, "Our idiot governor
declared a state of emergency, and
Immediately there was one."
The actions of the National
Guardsmen began the fighting at
Duke University, after the demon-
strators had voluntarily left the oc-
cupied building. Yet the administra-
tion settled the protest not by re-
pression but by agreeing to In-
creased black recruitment and a
black studies program. In addition,
they recognized the basic student
demand for power In granting them
a voice in university affairs.
At the University of Chicago
president Edward Levi waited out
a 16 day occupation of tho ad-
ministration building by students
protesting the school's refusal to
rehire a sociology teacher. The dem-
onstrators finally walked out of the
building, as they were unable to
generate enough student and fa-
culty support.
When black students demonstra-
ted at Wesleyan, president Edwin
D. Etherington listened to their de-
mands; he did not expect the col-
lege to be free from the turbulence
within the whole society. By acting
as a mediator and focusing on the
underlying issues rather than the
means he hopes to ovoid violence.
The Issues behind tho six day sit-
in in the administration building at
tho University of Pennsylvania re-
sembled thoso which sparked tho
Columbia uprising last spring. Pro-
testors attacked university expan-
sion into the black community In
the planning of a University City
Science Center on land cleared by
evicting families and razing their
houses. A settlement was reached
by negotiations between students
and trustees. Included In tho peace-
ful agreement were tho creation of
a commission of students, faculty,
trustees and community leaden to
coordinate university and commun-
ity development plans, a $10 mil-
lion fund-raising drive for com-
munity renewal programs, to
be led by the trustees; and the re-
placement of housing demolished In
tho expansion by tho university.
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Free! 40-pagc book jammed with
ideas on how co live on a litcie and
see a loc.
Where (O find accommodations
for as little as $2 a night, full English
breakfast included.
A week in London in a student
hotel for $30 with tours of famous
London sights and visits to Oxford
and Stratford-upon-Avon.
A week in an international stu-
dent centre for $25.
Discotheques, folk singing and
jazz clubs, coffeehouses, pubs, inns,
boutiques.
Where to get lunch or dinner for
SI.
How to travel 15 days by train
with unlimited mileage for only S35.
London theatres, balcony seats
S 1 .20 — some gallery seats 90e\
Season ticket to 900 stately homes,
casdes and historic sights for $5.
Travel-study programs, summer
jobs, summer schools.
Special student tour packages
starting at S675, including air fare.
Concerts, festivals, operas, sports.
To: British Travel, Box 923, New York, N.Y 10019.
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(Continued from page 1)
that the department be abolished
but rather that during the next
year the present curriculum be
considered in light of the varied
recommendations which the com-
mittee had received from Mr.
Regnier and from the other sci-
ence departments.
Instead Council recommended
thai the College hire a geologist
to teach courses next year. Coun-
cil then tabled the proposals for
changes In curriculum without
considering the establishment of
a Russian literature major or the
continuation of Extrodepnrtrnon-
tal 110, Introduction of Automat-
ic Computation.
Mrs. Joan Melvln. Dean of
Students, presented the report of
the Administrative Board, which
Included the Board's unani-
mous recommendations concern-
ing leaves of absence, self-sched-
uled exams, and the calendar.
These recommendations will be
voted on at the next Council
meeting Thurs., March 20.
The Board recommended "that
any student In good academic
standing be permitted to take a
leave of absence after the comple-
tion of at least one year at
Welleslcy." Application dates for
leaves for I he following semesters
will be May 1 and June 1.
"In order to facilitate the
Wellesley-MIT exchange pro-
gram," the Board recommended
the adoption of a calendar which
closely approximates thnt of
MIT. The Board pointed out the
following differences between this
proposed calendar ami (lie pres-
ent one: "(1) ReRislrallon and
the opening of a college is a week
later; (2) Holidays arc observed;
(3) There are two weeks of clas-
ses after Christmas; (4) Semes-
ters are each 14 weeks in length;
(5) Examination periods are
slightly shorter. (6) Winter recess
is a week in length; (7) The
spring reading period Is shorter;
(8) Commencement is later and
occurs on a Wednesday. June 10."
According to Mrs. Melvln, the
Board recommends that the Col-
lege adopt a plan of self-sched-
uled exams next academic year
"to cope with the shortened exam
period" under the proposed calen-
dar. In this system the student
may decide when within a given
period of time she will take her
examinations. An Instructor may
reserve the right to schedule a
specific examination. This is nec-
essary In courses such as art and
music.
Tech's 'Euphoria' Falls Flat
by Pat Nicely »71
"Raisin Hell" It Isn't, but one
wonders how the basically good
Idea behind MIT's Tech Show 1969,
Euphoria, could have been so mis-
treated as to produce the disap-
pointing performance that bowed
Friday night at Krcsge Auditorium.
The show, which will be per-
formed this weekend as well, Is an
attempt to satirize just about
everything, from computerized dat-
ing to all the old show business
cliches of the past 50 years. With
such a broad aim as that, how
could it help but fall? There arc a
few moments of genuine talent and
humor, but In all, Euphoria is a
fragmented, amateurish, generally
unfunny two hours of stale jokes
and mediocre music.
Revolving around the romance
between sweet Alice (Diana Ru-
bin) and tough Louie (Bruce
Schwartz), the plot Involves a trip
to the state of Euphoria, ruled by
an Uncle-Sam-llkc Grent Leader
Pomley (Danny Gordon), and run
by a veiy-rcal-llve-glrl-llko compu-
ter named Su/.y (Woc/lo Wood-
ruff). In Euphoria, ovorylxxly must
bp happy all (ho time, under pen-
alty of "heart surgery" performed
by Miss Mayhem (Ed Dcvoss), a
typical mad scientist who seems to
be a cross between comcdinn Marty
Allen, and n grizzly bear. Ilnclc-
noyed as it Is, this kind of story
line docs luive* potential for I ho
tyi>o ol show Euphoria Irion to bo.
Unfortunately, It la killed by an
Incredibly trite, script, monotonous
songs and Just plain bad perform-
ances by the majority of the cast.
Rodgcrs and Hammersteln?
A slow-moving "production num-
ber" in the first act sets the tone of
satlrc-turncd-cllche that pervades
the entire show. Choreographed In
the style of Oklahoma! (n style
which can still be entertaining, de-
spite Its age, when performed by
competent dancers), this number
was clearly too much to ask of 12
very unprofessional citizens of Eu-
phoria. Perhaps they're supposed
to be funny; perhaps they're sup-
posed to be satirizing Agnes de
Mille-style musical-comedy choreog-
raphy, but these dancers can hard-
ly do the right steps, and the result
is best described as pathetic.
Choreographers Groethe Holby
and Karyn Taylor do better by a
modern-dance sequence performed
by four Revolutionaries: Rick Tsu-
kada, Bill Weinstcin, Gary Stahl
and Miss Holby. In fact, the Revo-
lutionaries, stereotyped campus
radicals trying to overthrow Pom-
ley, are one of the better ele-
ments of satire In the play and we
wish we had seen more of them.
rioccd Together
The general impression one gets
from watching Euphoria is that it
was pieced together somewhat hap-
hazardly by several different writ-
ers and directors working indepen-
dently. The set is so plain it is
boring, and the fifteen short
scenes that comprise the two acts
are so complete in themselves that
they create a feeling of discontin-
uity.
Satire requires skill and careful
co-ordinntlon to be effective, Stevo
Baxter mill Ken Martin, who wrolt!
the hook for Euphoria, doil'l
Room to Imve n clear Idea of wlliil
they're satirizing. Thus u lively
Keystone Kops scene with great
potential humor hardly evokes a
laugh, and the caliber of jokes
haidly ever rises above the "And
if I am elected Great Lender, I
promise [Hit In every chicken"
level.
Welleslcy nIiiuViiIn nt Friday's
|ir-iTnniiiiilCfl were generally mir.
prised by Ihe Inch of those ele-
ments characteristic of a Welleslcy
Junior Show: puns, put-downs of
other schools, off-color jokes and
an awareness of the current world
scene. Perhaps these elements are
not vital to n good student musical
revue, hill Euphoria certainly
needs something, and perhaps a
more specific direction of Hn satire
would have helped.
Has Its Moments
To be fair, Euphoria does have
moments when talent emerges.
One of these talents Is in the per-
son of Mark Lavln as the leader
of the Keystone Kops Happiness
Squad, He Is the only one of the
Squad who Is able to execute gen-
uinely funny slapstick, and is one
of the few actors who seems to
know what he is supposed to be
doing up there on stage. Weezie
Woodruff as Suzy also presents a
convincing performance, and de-
livers her songs in a voice that,
while it is not outstanding, Is at
least audible in all parts of the
auditorium.
But these are only moments, and
moments are not enough. The
problem with Euphoria is that it
Is consistent only in Its mediocrity:
the singing is on-key but not great,
the orchestra is competent but
often loo loud, the blackouts take
too long, the actors seem to have
learned one facial expression and
one posture each. Boredom sets in




This Is to Inform tho college
community of a possible Coed
Week, April 7-12, A student-or-
ganized and Initiated committee
headed by Andy Blren '71, Tow-
er Court West, has and Is (as of
March 10) attempting to settle
the two most Important prob-
lems of having a Coed Weok-
lodging and feeding the gays.
Lodging Is the most crucial prob-
lem, as yet Potting the gays np
in society honso, In Billings, In
Mary Hemenway and the Rec-
reation building, and In tho
dorms are the possible places
being Investigated.
If anyone has any Ideas con-
cerning the possible Coed Week
or desire to work on any of
the sob • committees - application
and publicity, programs, food,
and lodging — please contact
Andy Blren at ZSB-6S78.
SYMPOSIUM ON EUROPE
The Barnette Miner Founda-
tion will sponsor a symposium
on Europe here on Tues. and
Wed., April 1 and 2. On April 1,
a panel will discuss "What does
Europe Mean? What does It
Mean to be a European?" at 8
p.m. On April 2, another panel
will examine "Economic Rela-
tions; The Common Market."
At 2 p.m., speakers win probe
"The Older and Younger Gen-
eration in Europe." The con-
cluding panel at 8 p.m., will
discuss "The Relations of East
and West Europe." Tickets will





Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from all parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden Ihcir educational experience
by spending Ihcir
Junior Year in New York
New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City—the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts
and Science
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year
in New York
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY










Welletley So. CE 5-3603
Acton from the South Shore
National Bank
Open Friday Night Until 9 p.m.
Community PUyhouio
Wellesley mils CE 10047
Friday A Saturday Etc* at
8:80 AS
Sunday continuous from B:M
Other Evenings at 8
NOWI Endi TUESDAY, March 18
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NEXT I 7 Days Beginning WED.
March 19
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And aren't you happy I You can
weor Iho briefest skirls, Ihe
slimmest slocks, onylhing you
want, anytime you wan), without
ever worrying about noticeable
bulges or the possibility of odor
forming. You use Tampox tampons.
Worn internally, Ihey eliminate
the bother of belts, pins and pads.
And most important, Tompox
tampons do owoy with Ihe dis-
comfort of chafing and rubbing.
You feel secure and perfectly
comfortable every day of Ihe month.
Tampax lompons, available In
three obsorbency-sizes: Regular,
Super and Junior. Neol. Con-
venient. Completely disposable.
Try Tampox tampons and see
how great it Is when nobody
notices. Not even you.
